
Bromo Tour Package; Magical Night around the Campfire 

Bromo Tour Package for Camping and Trekking 

Silence is never a bad idea in Bromo Tour Package. The silence of a midnight scene will give 

tourists a great time contemplating while enjoying the grand beauty of nature. For those who 

dream of a campfire with thousands of inspirations, Bromo Camping Tour Packages is your best 

choice. The temperature of Bromo National Park is cold but you will love the way the landscape 

creates the warmest memories for all hearts. 

Itinerary Program of Tour 

Day 1 

The Bromo Tour Package will be fun since tourists will go around the place with a professional 

local guide. Bromo is located in a soft trekking terrain. Thus, tourists will need to get on 4WD 

Jeep to four locations. Tourists do not have to buy the tickets since the rate includes tickets to 

enter the National Park. 

The temperature can be biting most of the time. Therefore, it will be fun to have a bonfire or 

campfire. The warm drink for this Bromo camping package is also included. The tour will 

usually take two days. If tourists leave for this tour from another place, the trip will worth the 

time and cost. Tourists will love to start the journey in the evening and spend the night at a tent. 

Bromo is a miraculous place where people can gaze Milky Way in the most beautiful way. 

In other trip, people might need to spend expensive cost for laying down by a beach for 

refreshing. In Bromo tour package, people can simply lay down under the star and get inspired 

instantly. It will be the most luxurious night with the glamorous night sky that people should 

experience at least once in their life time. Besides, it is beautiful to spend the dawn with special 

people around that majestic volcano. 

Day 2 

After that, tourists need to take a deep breath to anticipate the sunrise over Bromo crater. It is 

more than a golden sunrise. The scenery will fall upon a complex of amazing volcanoes, the 

picture of which is famous among nature travelers all over the world. The beauty of Bromo 

sunrise is to include in the itinerary since it is one of the most stunning things that people will 

treasure. 

Next, Bromo tour package will take the tourists to the green and super elegant Teletubbies hill. 

The vast area of savanna is a wonderful fairy tale scenery that will be a perfect spot for snapping 

photos. Next, tourists can go to Whispering Sand to just roam and enjoying hot drinks. The place 

is also a perfect spot for tourists to take a pretty pose after enjoying some snacks. 

Tour Include Package: 

Bromo Tour Package covers several different packages. However, taking the camping tour 

package is recommended since it will give a better experience in Bromo trip. 



1. The package includes private transportation with professional drivers. Tourists will be 

able to sleep well while reaching the destination. 

2. The price for the air-conditioned includes the driver and fuel. 

3. Tourists will spend a night in a camping tent which will be an unforgettable experience. 

The camping equipment such as tents, sleeping bags, and mattress are all included. 

Bromo Tour Exclude: 

1. Lunch and dinner are excluded unless clients make a deal initially by adding the cost.  

2. Personal expenses are excluded as well. 

3. Most of the time, people worry about the volcano status when deciding to leave for  

Conclusion 

Bromo Volcano. But under the professional travel agency service, people will be able to arrange 

the best time for the camping package. They can consult the dates and programs with the guides 

through websites or phone. The customer services will be ready to tailor the best itineraries that 

meet the requirements of each client. Some clients want to raise their adrenaline by taking 

challenging itineraries. Meanwhile, some others just want to enjoy the romantic camping around 

Bromo. 

Tour Info 

Mount Bromo tour package is definitely a great idea for all families. For a family who wants to 

leave for an outdoor trip, this destination is the best pick. The hotels, restaurants, foods, the 

itinerary, scenery, and even the atmosphere will help tourists to build a bond. Just call the service 

and enjoy your trip soon. Call +6282334900924 to start the adventure in Bromo the super 

volcano.  

 

 


